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What Does The Paper Do?

I Attempts to understand the preferences of foreign and domestic
institutional investors (FIIs and DIIs) for different types of stocks.

I Uses FII and DII ownership to forecast future movements on a
number of corporate finance variables for Indian firms.

I Draws conclusions that FIIs are better at picking
high-productivity firms than DIIs .
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Comments on this Paper
I I like the idea, and I like the implementation.

I Related question: are FIIs better informed than domestic investors?

I Worth looking through related literature. Debate:

I Domestic investors are smarter than FIIs (Kang and Stulz (1997), Choe,
Kho and Stulz (2001), Griffin, Nardari and Stulz (2004), Dvorak (2005)).

I FIIs are smarter than domestic investors (Froot, O’Connell, Seasholes
(2001), Seasholes (2004), Froot and Ramadorai (2008), Albuquerque, Bauer, and
Schneider (2008)).

I FII flows predict dividend yields (fundamentals) (Clark and Berko
(1997), Bekaert, Harvey and Lumsdaine (2002)).

I FIIs driven around by uninformed investors, destabilizing
(Jotikasthira, Lundblad and Ramadorai (2011).

I US investors earn about the same as non-US investors (no “returns
differential”) (Curcuru, Dvorak, Warnock (2008).

I Different studies have used different data samples, over
different time periods, from different countries.
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Specific Comments (Not in Order) I

1. It would be useful to see explicit tests of differences in the
coefficients from the tobit regressions.

2. Are DIIs (and for that matter FIIs) constrained in specific ways by
rules or investor mandates? Would be useful information as we
look at stock characteristic preferences. May also yield inaccurate
interpretations about choices.

3. Related: can you demonstrate that MFs are freer to make choices
(currently an assertion).

4. Doesn’t this have evolutionary implications if true, i.e., some
types should be going out of business?
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Specific Comments (Not in Order) II

5. Are you controlling for all the right determinants of expected
returns? If not, unobservable driver affects both the outcome and
the treatment. For example, momentum, reversal etc.

6. Employment growth seems an odd choice of an outcome to look
at: financial investors shouldn’t care about this except as
correlated with profitability. What about ROE, ROA, dividends,
future stock returns?

7. Cheap shot: why is DII outcome better using data in 2004?

8. Cheap shot 2: presentation of the outcomes could be much better.

9. Not-so-cheap shot 3: I’d love to see standard errors on the
differences of outcome measures.
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Overall

I Nice work, look forward to seeing the paper.

I Good luck!
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